
Another week, another 57 Americans reported
dead to VAERS (v64 last week) amongst 1,841
adverse events (v 1,691 last week)
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From here and here there were 57 deaths amongst 1,841 adverse events (US only) reported for the
week ended 24 February 2023. This li�s the cumulative number of US deaths reported to VAERS
to 17,024 and the number of adverse events to 940,017.

Total reports to VAERS from all round the world (including the US) for doses made by US
companies reporting to the FDA/CDC, were for another 98 deaths amongst 2,889 adverse events
for the week, li�ing cumulative reports of death to 34,576 amongst 1,527,371 adverse events.
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The latest update for deaths and injuries reported to the European adverse events reporting

system maintained by the EMA,  EUDRA, to 25 February 2023 is here:

50,663 DEAD and 5,315,063 Injured Following COVID-19 Vaccines in European Database of
Adverse Reactions - Vaccine Impact

For the US only, assuming an Under-Reporting Factor (URF) of 40, this would represent 680,960
deaths amongst 37.6 million adverse events. Globally, deaths for companies subject to CDC/FDA
reporting to the US VAERS would be 1,383,040 amongst adverse events of 61.1 million injuries.

672 million doses have been administered in the US and 13.32 billion doses globally.

Note that 70% of the world’s 8 billion people have now received at least one dose. This works out
an average of 2.4 doses each for the 5.6 billion that have received at least one dose.

The casualties reported to the US - adjusted for a URF of 40 - is not an estimate of deaths and
injuries globally from C19 injections of all sorts (e.g. viral vector or mRNA injections) just the

casualties from companies reporting in to the US VAERS regulated by the CDC/FDA (mostly
P�zer BioNTech, Moderna, Novavax and JnJ).

The US VAERS plus EU EUDRA numbers can be multiplied by around 6-8 to “globalize”
estimated deaths and injuries and then multiplied by 40 to adjust for the URF.
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India mostly uses viral vector injections (EUDRA shows these to be even more deadly than
mRNA). China does not publish adverse event data – but I doubt that it would be backward in
coming forward if China’s vaccines were more e�ective and safer than either viral vector or

mRNA injections. India and China are far the biggest “injectors” of C19 vaccines with 5.6 billion
doses administered between them out of 13.32 billion doses administered in total globally.

Coronavirus (COVID-19) Vaccinations - Our World in Data

From here, the number of US doses administered increased by 0.5 million (down another 0.1
million from last week)  to  671.6 million. 0.3 million of this 0.5 million were bivalent doses,

increasing the number of bivalent doses administered since authorization on 31 August 2022, to
53.6 million.

The number of tots subject to attempted murder and maiming by their parents increased by
20,000 over the week (double last week and seemingly reverting to the constant spreadsheet entry
of 20,000 over prior weeks, a�er dipping to 10,000 a week for a few weeks) over the week to 1.87
million, since authorization on 18 June 2022 (out of around 22.5 million tots in the US).

Out of yet another 2.0 million doses shipped around the US last week (same as last week) just 0.5
million were used, compared to 0.6 million last week). The number of unused doses (disposed of
or sitting in US freezers) is now 293 million (v 291.5 million last week) almost all of which are
obsolete as they have been replaced by bivalent doses.

For the US, in total, 965 million doses have been shipped with 672 million doses administered,,

leaving 293 million unused.  The percentage of unused doses out of those shipped remained at a
whopping 30%.

The vast majority of these 293 million doses are obsolete and either past or approaching their
“use by” dates. The US had ordered around 1.22 billion a few months ago, so there is, potentially,
at least another quarter billion doses on the way, presumably NOT for the old monovalent doses,

but all for the new and disproved bivalent doses.

Dominant variants according to the CDC are here:

CDC COVID Data Tracker: Variant Proportions
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Note the bivalent C19 mRNA injections target the original and BA4/BA5 variants that no longer
exist.

We should be seeing stories of the destruction (via highly specialized incinerators) of around 250
million doses in the US shortly, if they have not been disposed of already. (20 bucks each = the

odd 5 billion bucks up in smoke). This same phenomenon applies globally – mass destruction of
obsolete doses. We saw stories la few weeks ago that other devices are past their “use by” dates
when Germany announced its intentions to destroy 800 million stale masks. Australia also
announced that it would be destroying 27 million of its obsolete doses for its population of 26
million.

From here, Europe  has 458 million unused doses (down!!) 1 million since the last update. The US
plus EU alone have almost three quarters of a billion unused doses (749 million).

Assuming the US + EU represents 25% of the global C19 mRNA market by population, there
could be a whopping 4 billion doses in freezers elsewhere that need to be incinerated – if they
have not been already.

Onwards!

Please subscribe, or donate a co�ee (I drink a lot of co�ee) - “God Bless You!” if you can’t or
don’t want to contribute. Co�ee donations here: https://ko-�.com/peterhalligan
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Thanks PH. Slight dip. But still dead & injured.
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it's a comfort to know that all toxic overstocked produce will be disposed of safely & effectively & not
leach into the water tables & aquifers & subsequently into animals & insects & the food chain or wind
up in the wind blowing everywhere especially my lungs.
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